
Inspired by the beauty and nature of the mountainsides in Savoie, France, 40 
indigenous herbs are thoughtfully selected from the region then exclusively flown into 
Singapore. Every dish is intimately created to highlight the distinctive trait of each 
herb. 

Welcome to Restaurant Jag.

At the heart of every chef and restaurateur is the desire to create and inspire – To 
craft food and experience in such a way as to leave you wanting more. 

As Chef Jeremy puts it, “I like sharing, exchanging and transmitting moment’s of emotion 
with my clients & my team while creating new and at times surprising flavours. I have an  
inquisitive nature and avidly enjoy the idea of discovering or rediscovering flavours 
and being reminded of memories from childhood.”

The artisanal approach at Restaurant JAG is also evident in every detail of the 
restaurant; From the custom wood and stone work created both locally and 
worldwide, to the Gueridons in the dining room and the custom glasswork from Kimura, 
Japan, it is the attention to all the small details that communicate who Restaurant JAG 
is. 

We hope you enjoy our expression of this philosophy.



The 3 Expressions

$58++

Shallots
clams, walnut, agonory 

lettuce seaweed

Cauliflower
smoked cream, reine des pres*, tarragon

Spanish Octopus
salsify, bonito flakes, 

linseed

Angus Striploin
baby turnips, daikon, aubepine*, basil, 

anchovy oil

Blood Orange
mandarin sorbet, berce*, 
kombu, white chocolate

Pumpkin
butternut squash, argousier*, wild mint, 

pumpkin seeds

* Indigenous herbs from Savoie, France
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* Indigenous herbs from Savoie, France

The 5 Expressions

$98++

Canapé

Hokkaido Scallop
chestnut, coucou flower*, basil, coffee syrup, roasted 

bread & milk foam

Foie Gras
smoked eel, green apple, sorrel sorbet, 

buckwheat

Amuse-bouche

Pre Dessert

Brittany Turbot
kale, guanciale, black olives, verbena*

Pyrenees Baby Lamb 
chervil peanut butter, lentil du puy, carrots, 

lamb jus

Blood Orange
mandarin sorbet, berce*, kombu, 

white chocolate
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* Indigenous herbs from Savoie, France

À La Carte

Brittany Foie Gras 
smoked eel, green apple, sorrel sorbet, buckwheat

$32++

Starters

Mains

Desserts

Hokkaido Scallop
clams, walnut, ogonori lettuce seaweed

$28++

Icelandic Langoustine 
veal tongue, broccolini, spelt, sage*, capers

 $90++

Brittany Quail 
guinness crumble, cassis*, jerusalem artichoke, 

cashew nuts, quail jus
$42++

White Truffle
smoked dark chocolate, truffle ice cream, 

cocoa nibs, shaved white truffle
 $20++

O’ Connors Grass-fed Angus Striplion (250g)
baby turnip, daikon, aubepine*, beef jus

 $48++ 


